Materials

Colour in natural materials green and manufactured ones red.

Wool  cotton  plastic  glass  paper  
gold  straw  stone  slate  copper  
cardboard  wood  lycra  silver  polyester  
steel
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Name ________________________________

Materials

1. this is dug from the ground and used in roofs
2. this is man made - bags from supermarkets are made from this.
8. this is transparent
9. this natural fibre comes from a plant
10. this is made from trees and can be written on
11. this is used in some houses to make houses. We use it to keep animals warm
13. a precious metal used to make jewellery

Across

1. Sheffield is famous for this. Cutlery is often made from this.
2. this manufactured material is used in clothes.
3. another metal used in jewellery
4. this is used to make boxes
5. comes from sheep
6. this is used to make wire and pipes
7. this is stretchy and is used in clothes
11. this is used to make houses
12. this is used to make furniture

Down

1. She...
Materials

Across
1. this is dug from the ground and used in roofs
2. this is man made - bags from supermarkets are made from this.
8. this is transparent
9. this natural fibre comes from a plant
10. this is made from trees and can be written on
11. this is used in some houses to make houses. We use it to keep animals warm
13. a precious metal used to make jewellery

Down
1. Sheffield is famous for this. Cutlery is often made from this.
2. this manufactured material is used in clothes.
3. another metal used in jewellery
4. this is used to make boxes
5. comes from sheep
6. this is used to make wire and pipes
7. this is stretchy and is used in clothes
11. this is used to make houses
12. this is used to make furniture
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